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We introduce the concept of the continuous Pythagoras number PC(S) of a sub- 
set S of a commutative topological ring to be, roughly, the least number m < co 
such that the set of sums of squares of elements of S can be represented as sums of 
m squares of elements of S, by means of m continuous functions. Heilbronn had 
already shown that P,(Q) = 4. Letting L,(F) be the set of linear n-ary forms over 
the field F, we show that P,(L,(Iw)) = n. We then allow continuously varying non- 
negative rational “weights” on the m square summands. If  these continuous weight 
functions and the continuous functions giving the coefficients of the m linear forms, 
are required to be Q-rational functions of the coetlicients of the given positive 
semidefinite quadratic forms, then we show that P,(L,( OB)) = 1 and P,(L,(R)) = co 
for n> 1. However, if only the product of the weight functions and the coefficient 
functions is required to be continuous, then n < P,(L,(Iw)) < [n!e] (where e is the 
base of the natural logarithms) and 2 < P<(L,(oB)); we conjecture that n < 
P,(L,(R)) also for n > 2. On the other hand, if these weight functions and coefficient 
functions are required only to be rational in the weaker sense of taking rational 
values at rational arguments, then P<(L,(Q)) = 2, and we conjecture that 
P<(L,(Q)) = n also for n > 2. 6 1987 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. DEFINITIONS AND STATEMENT OF RESULTS 
For a (commutative) ring R, the Pythagoras number, P(R), of R is 
defined to be the smallest number m < cc such that any sum of squares 
(SOS) in R can be expressed as a sum of m squares in R. Examples: 
P(R)=P(@)= 1, P(Z)=P(Q)=4, P(K)<4 if K is a number field, and 
P([F,) =2 if 2 j q. Pourchet had shown (1971) that P(Q(X))= 5 (it was 
already known that X2 + 7 is not the sum of 4 squares in Q(X)), and 
Colliot-Thelene noted that a recent result of Kato [KC-T] implies that 
P(Q(X, Y)) < co, answering a long-standing question. Specifically, Kato’s 
* A preliminary abstract of this paper appeared in [D3]. 
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result implies that P(Q(X, Y)) 6 8; it was already known that X2 + Y2 + 7 
is not the sum of 5 squares in 0(X, Y). Choi et al. [CDLR] have recently 
computed Pythagoras numbers for many other rings. 
In this paper we shall broaden the definition of Pythagoras number to 
any subset S c R, and also allow “weighted” SOS, C ~~$2, with si E S and 
weights wi chosen from some subset WC R. Precisely, for S, WE R define 
CT ws2 := {CL 1 in& I w, E W, s, E Sj, 2;” WS2 := U,“‘=, Cy WS2, and let 
P( W, S) be the least m d cc such that Cp WS2 =Cy WS’. Thus 
P( { 1 }, R) = P(R). These generalized Pythagoras numbers also have a 
respectable history. For example: let R := Q[X,,..., X,], S be the subset 
L, of (n-ary rational) linear forms, and W := Q + := {XE Q (x 2 0); then 
n = P(Q+, L,) 6 P( (1 }, L,) <n + 3 (the equality by diagonalization of 
quadratic forms, and the second inequality by Mordell [M]; the second 
inequality is an equality at least for n = 1, 2). On the other hand, P(R) = CC 
for n 3 2, by Theorem 4.1 of [CDLR]. 
Now let C :=C;” WS2 and let E :=Szx Wz= {(f,g)lf: C+ S, g: 
Z --) W}; let FE E be any subclass of pairs of such functions. Define 
PF( W, S), the “F-Pythagoras number” of S with weights from W, to be the 
least m 6 cc such that there are (f, , g,) ,..., (f,, g,) E F such that Vu E C, 
Q=C$, g,(a) f.(a)2. (Thus Pt< W, S) equals the “length” of the identity 
function Id, as an element of the subset (h: C -+ Z 1 h = C g,ff, some pairs 
(h., gi) E F} of the ring C”.) For example, if F is maximal (i.e., if F= E), 
then PF( W, S) = P( W, S). Also, Fc G 5 E implies PF( W, S) 3 Po( W, S). 
In this paper we continue to construct improved SOS representations for 
various R, S, W, by taking various subclasses F of “admissible” functions. 
The main examples are when R has a topology; then one may take F to be 
the set c of pairs of continuous functions in SZ and Wz (actually it is 
enough that S, W, and C, and not all of R, have topologies). Then we call 
P,( W, S) the “continuous Pythagoras number” of S with weights from W 
(short for: Pythagoras number for SOS constrained to be continuous 
representations; P,.( W, S) itself does not, of course, depend continuously 
on anything). The most memorable result is PC( { 1 }, Q) = 4, due to 
Heilbronn [He]; this answered a question of Kreisel. In fact, Heilbronn 
constructed 4 functions f,, fi, f3, f4 analytic in the complex plane minus 
the negative real axis, such that z =f,(~)~ +f2(z)2 +f3(z)* +~Jz)~, which 
take rational values at positive rational arguments. In [D5] we extended 
Heilbronn’s proof to obtain P,.( (11, K) = P(K), where Kc C is an 
embedding of an algebraic number field; so, by the first paragraph, 
PA { 1 }, K) d 4. 
We may also consider the set c’ of pairs (f, g) E E as above where now 
only &’ is required to be continuous; we shall call such pairs “weakly con- 
tinuous.” If the ring operations are continuous, then obviously c c c’; if also 
W= { 1 ), then c = c’; in either case PC( W, S) 2 PC,( W, S). We shall call 
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P,.( W, S) the “weakly continuous Pythagoras number” of S with weights 
from W. 
Now let X:=(X,,..., X,) be n indeterminates, let R := rW[X], let 
S := L, c R be the subset of n-ary real linear forms, let W := Iw+ := (x E [w ) 
x > 0}, and let P, . = C = C;” R + Li. P, consists of certain quadratic forms 
C; j= 1 a,XiXj. We shall identify a quadratic form with its matrix A = (ati), 
which, we assume, is symmetric: A = A’, where A’ (resp. xl) will denote the 
transpose of A (resp. X), where X is viewed as a column vector. Then 
X’AX=C a,X,X,. We call A positive semidefinite (psd) if Vx := 
(x 1 ,*.-, x,) E KY’, x’Ax > 0. By diagonalizing A, we see that A E P, if and only 
if A is psd, and that P, = C; R + Li. We identify symmetric n x n matrices 
with points in R(“: ‘), endowed with the usual topology. Then P, is a 
closed, convex cone with vertex at the origin, since (a) the limit of psd 
forms is psd, (b) a convex combination of psd forms is psd, and (c) a 
positive constant multiple of a psd form is psd. Likewise, a linear form 
b,X, + .. . + b,X, will be identified with (bl,..., b,) E R”, with the usual 
topology. 
Note that VFsE= Lnp” x lR+“‘, PF([w+, L,)bn, since the form 
g+ ... + Fn is not the (nonnegatively weighted) sum of n - 1 squares of 
linear forms. Also, although c # c’ (see (1.4)) we do have P,([w+, L,) = 
P,.,( 53 +, L,) since if 
X“.M= f g,v)(fil(A) XI + “’ +fintA) xn)’ (1.1) 
i=l 
with gJf: P, + [w+ continuous, then xj = ,/&f, is also continuous, so 
that we may absorb the weight functions gi into the coefficient functions fU, 
X’AX= f (&(A) x, + ... +3;:,(A) X,)‘. (1.2) 
i= 1 
This method shows also that P,( ( 1 }, L,) = P,.( R +, L,) and P,.,( ( 1 }, L,) = 
P,.,([w+, L,); but we shall find it convenient to keep R+ in the notation 
when we consider subclasses F of continuous rational functions. 
In Section 2 we shall prove 
THEOREM 1. P<(Iw’, L,) = P,..([w+, L,) = n; i.e., in (1.2) we may take m 
as low as n and choose the functions3ti to be continuous. 
This is not obvious, since for n = 2, P, = ((a, b, c) E Iw3 ( a >, 0, c > 0, 
d>O), where d=ac-b2; the usual completion-of-square representations 
aX2+2bXY+cY2=~[(aX+bY)2+dY2]=~[dX2+(bX+cY)2] (1.3) 
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(where (X, Y) := (X,, X,)) are (even weakly) discontinuous at the rays 
(a, 6, c) := (0, 0, c) and (a, 0, 0) (a, c > 0), respectively. For example, the 
coefficient b2/a cannot be extended continuously at the point (0, 0, c,) 
(cO > 0), since b2/a equals 0 along the path (t, 0, cc,), but equals c0 > 0 along 
(t, &, c,); let t -+ 0 +. 
Theorem 1 was first proved for n = 2 by J. F. Adams: in 1981 he 
produced 
ax’ + 2bXY + c Y2 
=(l/(u+c+2~)){[(u+$)X+bY]2+[bX+(c+$) Yl’}. (1.4) 
The only possible discontinuity in P2 is where the denominator 
a+ c+2 ,:‘i=O; but in P, this requires a= b = c=O. Even at this trivial 
“quadratic” form, the functions giff (e.g., (a + &)‘/(a + c + 2 ,rd)) extend 
continuously, by 0, since they are homogeneous, of degree 1 > 0, in 
(a, b, c). Adam’s original construction (see [Dl]) was based on the 
classical Hopf ftbering S3 --f S2, but for n > 2 there is no familiar analog of 
the Hopf libering which can be used to analyze the coefficient spaces. For- 
tunately, one of his computational tricks cun be imitated for 12 > 2: write 
uX2+2bXY+cY2=(ctX+j3Y)2+(yX+~Y)2. (1.5) 
He then solved for a, /I, y, 6 E Iw in terms of (a, 6, c) E P, after first setting 
/I= y; that way the number of unknowns was equal to the number of 
parameters (three). 
For the rest of this paper, we shall study 3 more subclasses, r, F, i c E, 
defined as follows, where f := (fi ,..., f,): 
(f, g) E r iff g, f, ,..., f, agree with rational functions E Q(a,), almost 
everywhere on P,. 
(f, g) E r iff g, f, ,..., fn are all piecewise-rational functions of A E P,. A 
function h: P, + R is called Q-IW-piecewise-rational if P, = Uk W,, where 
the W, are finitely many “Q-R-semi-algebraic” subsets of P, (i.e., finite 
unions of finite intersections of subsets definable by inequalities involving 
polynomials over Q), and for each k there exists a rational function rk E 
Q(a,) such that h(A) = rk(A), VA E W, at which rk(A) is defined. 
Finally (f, g) E i iff g, f, ,..., f, are all pointwise-rational (i.e., they take 
rational values at rational arguments A E P, n Q (“f ‘1). 
Since rcrci, Pr(rW+,L,)>PP,(rW+,L,)>Pi(K!+,L,). In particular, we 
have P,([w +, L,,) = n (by completing the square n - 1 times); hence also 
P,([W+,L,)=Pi([W+,L,)=n. 
Denote c’ n r, c’ n r, and c’ n i by c’r, c’?, and c’i, respectively. In 1980, 
Kreisel asked whether P,..,.([w+,L,)< 00; we showed [Dl] P,..,([w+, L,,) < 
[n! e] (where e is the base of the natural logarithm), hence also P, ,,( [w +, L,) 
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and PJR +, 15,) < [n!e]. For example, for n = 2, the 2 representations in 
( 1.3) are continuous on {a > 0} and {c > 0}, respectively; these 2 sets form 
an open cover of P, - ((0, 0, 0)}, subordinate to which we have the 
partition-of-unity ~/(a+ c), ~/(a+ c). Use the latter to make a convex 
combination of the 2 representations in (1.3): 
aX2+2bXY+cY2= & [(ax+bY)2+dY2+dX2+(bX+cY)2]. 
This is weakly continuous. This extends to n > 2, using induction on n. 
However, if c’ is replaced by c, we have Theorem 2, which we shall prove 
in Section 5: 
THEOREM 2. For n= 1, P,.,([W+,L,)=P,,(IW+,L,)=l. For n>l, 
P,.,(R+,L,)=P,.i(R+,L,)=oo; i.e., in (l.l), if n>l, then we cannot 
choose the f, and gj to be rational (or even piecewise-rational) and continuous 
on P,,, for c&y m E N. 
The proof is based on the fact that the convex cone P, is not polyhedral 
if n> 1. 
) 
THEOREM 3. P,..i( R+, L2) = 2; i.e., there is a representation of the form 
aX2+2bXY+cY2=p(aX+~Y)2+q(yX+6Y)2 (p, q>O), (1.6 
where the functions p, q, tl, /?, y, b: P, --f R take rational vulues at rationa 
arguments and where J&x, J& J&, &S are continuous. 
!I 
The proof (Sect. 3) amounts to adjusting (1.4) countably many times 
(once for each rational triple (a, b, c) E 03), and taking a limit. 
The main theorem in this paper is a lower bound for the “weakly con- 
tinuous rational Pythagoras number”: 
THEOREM 4. P,.,,(R+, L,) > 2 and P,..r(R+, L,) > 2; i.e., if the functions 
p, q, E, p, y, 6 in (1.6) are Q-rational or even piecewise-rational functions of 
a, b, and c, then at least 1 of the functions ,hk ,,hL &r, and &J must 
be discontinuous. 
The proof (Sect. 4) uses the “sign-changing theorem” of real algebraic 
geometry, together with a delicate topological analysis. 
Conjecture. P,.,,(R+, L,) 3 PJ[w+, L,) > n and Pc.,( R+, L,) = n, also 
for n > 2. 
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For P,,i(aB’, L,,) there is the obvious bound P,(iw+, L,,), which lies 
between n and n + 3, as we pointed out above, in the second paragraph. At 
this time we have no conjecture as to a more refined estimate of 
P,(lR + , L,) for n > 1 (for n = 1 it is 4, by the fourth paragraph). 
The problem of computing p(n) := Pc.,([w +, f.,) is in about the same 
status as that of computing the usual Pythagoras number v(n) := 
fwx, ,..., X,)): all that is known is that n <p(n) < [n!e] and n + 2 < 
v(n) < 2” (except that v( 1) = 2); ~(2) = 3 or 4 and v(2) = 4. Lest the expert 
suspect a typographical error, we digress to point out that we do not mean 
to make the weaker statement n + 1 6 v(n) < 2” which is commonly made 
(e.g., p. 314 of [L], p. 126 of [CEP], Open Problem 1 of [P], and p. 93 of 
[D2]). I am grateful to C. U. Jensen for pointing out to me that for n 2 2 
(and not just for n = 2), n + 2 d v(n). This follows by simply combining 2 
well-known facts: first, Cassels, Ellison, and Pfister [CEP] showed that the 
“Motzkin polynomial”f(X, , X,) := 1 + xf(q - 3) g + X;LX~ is the sum of 
4 but not 3 squares in [w(X,, X,); second, it then follows from 
Corollary 1X.2.3 of [L] that f(x, , X,) + $ + . . + g is the sum of n + 2 
but not n + 1 squares in @XI,..., X,). (Lemma 8.2 of [CDLR] gives 
another element of Iw(X,,..., X,,) which is the sum of n + 2 but not n + 1 
squares; their example is more complicated since their element must have a 
special form which helps them calculate P(F,,), where F,, is the quotient 
field of the alfine algebra A,, := [w[X, ,..., X,1/( 1 + g + . . + x’;).) 
This research grew out of our earlier work [D4] at getting continuous 
sums of squares of rational functions E Q(X, ,..., X,) c lR(Xi ,..., X,) in con- 
nection with Hilbert’s 17th problem. Unfortunately, our notation PF( W, S) 
does not lend itself to the 17th problem, since if we take S to be the set of 
rational functions whose denominators are of degree e (some e E N), and 
whose numerators are of degree (d/2) + e, say, then C aB+S’ contains 
rational functions which are not polynomials (and in particular, not of 
degree d), and whose denominators are of unbounded degree. On the other 
hand, there is no need at present to invent such notation, since we do not 
have any satisfactory estimate of the number of continuous square sum- 
mands required to represent all psd forms of even degree d in n variables; 
we know only that it is recursive in n and d. 
As a possible avenue for future research along the lines considered in this 
paper, we mention that it would be interesting to see what happens to these 
Pythagoras numbers for linear forms if we replace aB with any real closed 
field R with its usual order topology, and replace Q c [w with any (ordered) 
subfield Kc R. 
I am grateful to Professors J. F. Adams, J. W. S. Cassels, and G. Kreisel 
for helpful conversations on this topic. 
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2. PROOF OF THEOREM 1 
Extending Adams’ trick (above) to n > 2, we set certain & in (1.2) equal 
to certain others, until the number of unknowns TV equals the number of 
(distinct) aii (namely, (“: ‘)). The equations yV=xi suggest themselves! 
This means that if we define the matrix B to be (&), then (1.2), which 
could be interpreted as X’AX= (X’B’) . (BX), should be simplified to 
X’AX= (X’B) . (BX), or simply A = B’. 
LEMMA 2.1. VA E P,, 3 a unique BE P, such that A = B2. 
See [J, Sect. 6.8, Theorem 11, p. 1871. 
Define s: P, + P, by s(B) := B2. Lemma 2.1 says that s is l-to-l and 
onto. Then for the proof of Theorem 1 there remains only to prove 
LEMMA 2.2. SF’ is continuous. 
Proof of Lemma 2.2. Vxe R” write 1x1 :=,/m. VAE P, write 
IlAll := maxls, = I x’Ax, the operator norm of A. Write S := 
{A E P, 1 (1 AlI = 1 }, the “unit sphere” intersected with thrR ;‘;” P,. (I*I/ 
induces on P, the same topology as that inherited from IF! 2 . This par- 
ticular norm has the advantage that VBE P,, )IB’ll = 1) BI(’ (indeed, 1x1 = 1 
implies x’B2x = (x’Bx)(x’Bx) = (x’Bx)~; take max,,, = 1 of the left- and 
right-hand sides). Therefore sJs is l-to-l and onto S. Since S is compact 
and Hausdorff, (~1~))’ also is continuous. The continuity of sP1 on all of 
P, follows from s~‘(A)=JJIAn(sJ,)-‘(A/IIAII), VAEP,-((0)). This 
proves Lemma 2.2, thereby completing the proof of Theorem 1. Q.E.D. 
3. PROOF OF THEOREM 3 
We must construct rational-valued functions p, q, c(, /I, y, 6 on P, such 
that 
aX2+26XY+cYZ=p(c&+/?Y)2+q(yX+6Y)2 (P, 42Oh (3.1) 
and per’ and p/I2 are continuous; weak continuity of the other 2 coefficients 
will follow immediately since qy2 = a - pa2 and qd2 = c - pfi2. 
From (3.1) we have 
a = pa2 + qy2, 
b = PC@ + qyh 
c = pfl2 + 462. 
(3.2) 
(3.3) 
(3.4) 
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From (3.2) and (3.3) we have 
a-pa” and ----= 6 b - PUB 7th - PaPI 4=7 
_ 
1- i 4Y a-per’ 
(if qy # 0). (3.5) 
Substituting (3.5) in (3.4) gives c(a - pa’) = pj’(a - pa2) + (b-pa/?)‘, or, 
collecting the terms containing p, d=p(ag2 - 2ba/? + ca2); writing e := 
a/3’ - 2bap + ca2, we get d= pe or 
P = die, (3.6) 
a rational function of a, b, c, a, fi, defined and continuous at least in the 
interior Pi of P,, where d > 0, since there e is (strictly) positive definite as a 
quadratic form in a, /?. 
In (1.4) we had a = a + $ and /3 = b; (3.6) gives p = l/(a + c + 2 J’i), as 
expected. So the only source of irrationality in (1.4) was in the choice of a, 
containing ,,& The idea now is to replace $ with s(d), where s: 
[W+-+[W+ is any continuous function taking rational values at nonnegative 
rational arguments, with lim,,,, s(x)/,,& = 1 (we shall construct such an 
s at the end of the proof). Thus set a :=a+s(d) and /3 := b; then e = 
ab2-2b2(u+s(d))+c(a+s(d))2=ad+cs(d)2+2ds(d). p=d/e is con- 
tinuous at least in Pl, as noted above; and even at any point A # (0) in the 
boundary c?P, of P, where e = 0, p extends continuously and is rational if A 
is: approach A along any path B in P, along which e > 0; then 
lim p = lim 
d 1 1 
E-A B+A ad+cs(d)‘+2ds(d)=k? a+cs(d)*/d+2s(d)=a+ 
Thus also pa2 and p/I” are continuous in P, (even at (a, b, c) = (0, 0,O)). 
Finally, choose y := b; then (3.5) gives q and 6 as rational-valued functions, 
except where qy = 0; but there we may choose q and 6 in any way satisfying 
(3.2), (3.3), (3.4), and taking rational values at rational (a, b, c). 
It remains to construct a continuous function s: IR + + R +, taking 
rational values at positive rational arguments, such that lim. _ ,,+ s(x)/ 
& = 1. Define a sequence of functions si, as follows. Define s0 : [w + + R + 
by s,,(x) := &. Note that Vs > 0, s0 is Lipschitz continuous on [E, co), 
i.e., 3M,,,, the “Lipschitz constant,” such that Vx, y > E, x # y -+ 
IMX) -&AY)MX- Y)l G MO,E9 i.e., all secant lines crossing the graph of s,, 
in 2 points to the right of E have slopes between -M,,, and MO,E. 
Enumerate the positive rationals Y,, r2,.... For an ia0, suppose we have 
already defined a uniformly continuous function s, : R + + lR+ satisfying 
s;(r,) E Q for 1 d j < i, and such that VE > 0, si is Lipschitz continuous on 
[E, co), with Lipschitz constant Mi,E. If sJT~+,)EQ, set si+, :=si. If 
s,(r,+,)#Q, pick ~EQ such that )r-s,(~~+,)I <2~i~2min{l,r,+,}. Pick 
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r i-, ri+l a r b 
2 
i+l 
FIGURE 1 
e>O, E<ri+l. Pick an interval (a, b) about ri+, not containing E, rI ,..., ri, 
or ri+ 42. Define si+ 1 on [a, b] piecewise-linearly, taking the values si(a), 
r, si(b) at 4 rif I, b, respectively; outside [a, b], set sit,(x) :=si(x). The 
Lipschitz continuity of s; on [E, co) implies that near x = ri+ , , the graph of 
si lies between the two dotted lines (Fig. 1) through the point 
(ri+l, s(ri+ r)), with slopes Mi,E and - Mi,E. The ordinary continuity of si at 
‘i+l implies that we can shrink the interval [a, b] sufficiently so that the 
slopes of the 2 new line segments in the graph of si+ , (on the intervals 
[a, ri+l] and [ri+r, b]) will h ave slopes with absolute values greater than 
MI,=. Therefore the difference Isi+ ,(x) - si(X)l has its maximum at x = ri+ 1, 
i.e., 
Vx E Ca, bl, IS,+,(X)---i(X)\ < lr-Si(rj+l)) <2-i-2 min{l, ri+,} 
Q 2-‘-* min{ 1,2u). 
ThereforeVx>,O Isi+,(xsi(x)\ i2-‘-2min(l,2X}. ThereforeVxaO the 
sequence so(x), s,(x),... is Cauchy (uniformly for x > 0), since V6 > 0, 3k 
such that iaj>k-+ Is,(x)-sj(x)l <Cf=j 2-‘-2<2-k-’ ~6. So Vx>O, 
s(x) := lim, _ o. sj(x) exists. s is continuous, being the uniform limit 
of continuous functions. Also, Is~(x)-J;;I < ISi(Si-r(X)1 + .*a + 
ISI - so(x)1 <x c;= 12- j <x. Therefore Is(x) - &I d x. Then I(s(x)/ 
A)- 11 QJ;; for X>O, so lim,,, + s(x)/& = 1. This proves Theorem 3. 
Q.E.D. 
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4. PROOF OF THEOREM 4 
To prove the first half of Theorem 4, we shall derive a contradiction from 
the assumption Pc,,([w+, L2) = 2. We use the notation of (3.1) as well as the 
calculation (3.6). 
We may assume CI, b E Z[a, b, c] by replacing GI, /I, p with af, /IL plf’, 
respectively, wherefis the product of the denominators of OL, /I; (3.1) “still” 
holds, with weak continuity and rationality undisturbed. 
LEMMA 4.1, If P,.,,(Iw+, L2) = 2 then either p(a2 + b2) = 0 or 
q(y2+62)=o, 0n ap,. 
Proof of Lemma 4.1. We may assume either dla or dip in Z[a, b, c]; 
otherwise divide c1 and /I by d and multiply p by d2; this would not disturb 
weak continuity or rationality. 
Note: e = (l/a)[(a/? - ba)2 + da21 = (l/c)[dfi’ + (b/? - ca)2], so 
dl(afi - ba) if and only if dl(bjl - ca). 
Now 
da2 + p2) 
P(o’+82)=~(a2+82)=(a~~ba)2+da2=d~:~;;;~~a)*. 
Case 1. d[(a/l - ba). Then almost everywhere on {d= 0), a@ - ba # 0 
(by the “sign-changing” or “transversal zeros” theorem of real algebraic 
geometry (see [CKLR, Theorem 3.9 J), since d changes sign across the cone 
{d=O}). Th ere ore f almost everywhere on {d = 01, the numerator and not 
the denominator of p(g2 + p2) is 0. By weak continuity, p(a2 + j?‘) E 0 on 
ap2. 
Case 2. dl (a/3 - ba). Then dla and B/3. Therefore almost everywhere on 
{d=O}, a#O, and j?#O. Write aa-- bcr=df and bb-ca=dg, 
f, g E Z[a, b, c]. Then pa2 = ada’/(d’f 2 + da2) = aa’/(df* + a2) = a almost 
everywhere on {d = 0}, and pt? = cd/?‘/(d2g2 + df12) = cfi2/(dg2 + fl’) = c 
almost everywhere on {d = 01. Therefore by weak continuity, p(a2 + /I’) = 
a+ c on aP,. By (3.2) and (3.4), q(y2+ 6’)=0 on Pz. This proves 
Lemma 4.1. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 4.2. If cs,(lR’ +, L2) = 2, then there is a point (a, b, 1 - a) E 3P2 at 
which p(a2 + fi’) 2 4; by symmetry there is another point (a’, b’, 1 - a’) E aP, 
at which q(y2 + S2) > 4. 
Proof of Lemma 4.2. We shall first show V[ ~0 with [ < $ 
3(a, b, 1 -a) E P2 at which d= [ and p(a* + p’) 34. This will prove the 
lemma, for if the lemma were false, then since C,, := {(a, b, 1 - a) E 8P,} is 
compact and p(a2 + b2) is continuous, we would have p(a2 + j?“) < 4 in a 
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FIGURE 2 
full neighborhood of Co in P,. Figure 2 shows the trace of P, in the plane 
a+c=1.ForO~~~fletC~:={(a,b,1-a)~P,(d=~},afamilyofellip- 
ses which expand out to aPz as [ -+ O+. The point (a, p) is a continuous 
(indeed, polynomial) function of (a, b, c), so it traces a continuous, closed 
curve in the aj%plane as the point (a, 6, 1 -a) travels around C,. For 
fixed (a, b, 1 -a) E C,, a and /I will satisfy p(a2 + fl”) 2 $ iff e < 2d(a2 + /I’) 
(since e > 0), or a/?’ - 2ba/? + ca2 < 2d(a2 + f12), or (a - 25) j?’ - 2bafl+ 
(c - 25) a2 < 0. The latter inequality defines a region in the afl-plane, which 
we analyze by rotating the afl-axes by an angle 0 to get the axes a’, j?‘: a = 
a’ cos 8 - b’ sin 8, fl = a’ sin 8 + /I’ cos 6. Then p(a2 + fi2) > 4 iff 
(a sin20 - 2b sin 0 cos tI + c cos20 - 21) aI2 
+ 2[(a - C) sin 8 cos 8 - b(cos2f3 - sin2B)] a’/?’ 
+ (U cos28 + 2b sin 8 cos 8 + c sin28 - 21) p” G 0. 
Let us pick 8 so that the a’/?-term vanishes: (a - c)’ sin228 = 4b2 cos228 = 
4b2 - 4b2 sin220, SO 4b2 = [(u - c)’ + 4ac - 4c] sin228 = (1 - 41) sin228. So 
pick 0 such that sin 28 =26/J=, cos 20= (U-C)/,/-; then the 
a’B’-term vanishes; also, sin 20 and cos 28 are continuous on C,. As 
(a, b, 1 - a) goes around C,, 8 changes by rr. We get 
[a sin28 + (1 - U) cos28 - 2b2/JG - 251 aI2 
+ [a cos28 + (1 - U) sin28 + 2b2/,/G - 2c J p12 G 0. 
64112613-3 
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Use a+c= 1, cos’Q=+(I +cos20) and sin%=$l-cos2N), to get 
c 
1-4~+(1/2)(u+c)(a-+o(u-~)-2h’ ~,z 
2 (1 -4i)“Z 1 
then 
l-41+ -a2+2ac-c’-4b2 
2 
then 
[ 
l-41+ -a’-2ac-cZ+4[ 
2 2(1 -45)w “‘+ 1 L 
q!i + a= +$;;)=;4q 8’2 < 0; 
then 
[ 
l-41 l-42; I i l-41 2(1-4~)1/2 a’2+ 2 l-41 -- 2 +2(1-4i)w P’2aoy 1 
or (I -4&/C~)a’2+(1-4[+J~)/?‘2<0 or -qja’/ d/?‘<qla’l, 
where ye = ( - ( 1 - 4(- dE)/( 1 - 41 f JG))“’ is small and positive 
if [ is small. q is independent of a, b, c. The inequality defines two thin 
wedges, shown in Fig. 3. As (a, b, 1 -a) travels all the way around C;, 0 
changes by 71, hence the wedges have rotated n radians. Now suppose the 
FIGURE 3 
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lemma were false. Then as (a, b, 1 - a) travels around C,, (a, j?) traces a 
closed curve in the a/?-plane, and at no time does (a, /I) fall in the rotating 
region-like an escapee trying to dodge a rotating searchlight. Then (a, b) 
would be “chased” around the origin from one half-plane (say, fi > 0) to 
the other (/I < 0), and could not return to its starting point, contradicting 
closedness. This proves Lemma 4.2. Q.E.D. 
Since the conclusions of Lemmas 4.1 and 4.2 contradict each other, the 
first half of Theorem 4 is proved, namely P,.,,((w +, L2) > 2. 
Now suppose PJ IR +, L2) = 2; we shall again derive a contradiction. By 
the definition of “piecewise-rational,” we can write P, = Uk W, with each 
W, a semi-algebraic set; on each W,, p, a, and b agree with some rational 
functions E UJ(a, 6, c) (we still use (3.1) and (3.6)). 
We may assume a and p are in fact continuous piecewise-polynomial 
functions. Indeed, for each W,, write skJtk, fk.gk, h,Jr, for the rational 
functions with which p, a, fl agree, respectively, on W, (sk, tk, fk, gk, h,, 
rk E Q[a, b, cl). Pick a nonzero u E o[a, b, c] such that Vk, u = 0 on 8 W, 
(U can be taken to be the product of the nonzero polynomials defining 
the W, as semi-algebraic sets). Multiply a and fr, as functions, by 
U &,, k gkrk E o[a, b, c], and divide p by (u nk gkr$. (3.1) “Still” holds, a 
and /? are now piecewise-polynomial, and on each 8 W,, a = fi = 0; therefore 
a and /? are continuous on P,. 
We now continue the proof of the second half of Theorem 4 by proving 
Lemma 4.1 with “r” replaced by ‘7.” Fix k. On W,, a and /I agree with 
polynomials uk, ok E UJ[a, b, c]. Repeat the proof of Lemma 4.1, but with a 
and p replaced with uk and vk ; and {d= 0} and aP, replaced with W, n 
(d=O} and WknaP,. Then either p(a*+fl*)=O or q(y2+6*)=0 on 
wk n i?P,. This last statement holds for every k, so by weak continuity 
either p(c? + /?‘) e 0 or q(y2 + S*) E 0 on aP,. 
The piecewise-rational version of Lemma 4.2 is the same as the proof of 
the original version, except that the continuity of (a, fi) is now based on the 
argument two paragraphs above, Thus the second half of Theorem 4 is 
established. Q.E.D. 
5. PRCMIF OF THFDREM 2 
We must show that in any representation of the form 
X'AX= f gi(ANfi,(A) XI + . . . +fintA 1 X,J2, (5.1) 
,=l 
with g, and fi,. piecewise-rational in a,,, a,,,..., arm, and with g,(A) >O 
for all A E P,, some f, or gi must be discontinuous (unless n = 1, in which 
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case we may take m= 1, g,(a,,)=a,,, and ,~,,(LI,,)= 1, showing that 
P‘,(R+,L,)=P,.,(R+, L,)= 1). 
We shall need a lemma. Let t,- (1 < i< j< n) be (‘I; ‘) distinct indeter- 
minates, and define tli := tii. Let T := (t,-) be the general symmetric n x n 
matrix with entries t,,. Then det TEZ[~,,, t,, ,..., t,,]. 
LEMMA. The determinant det T is absolutely irreducible in the tii (i < j), 
i.e., for any field K over which the ti, (i < j) remain algebraically independent, 
det T is irreducible (and, in particuk, non-zero) in K[t,]. 
Proof: We use induction on n. For n = 1, det T= t,, , which is 
irreducible in K[t, ,I. If n > 1, assume the lemma for symmetric p xp 
matrices (1 <p <n). Expanding det T along the first row, we have det T= 
t,, det T,, +D, where D := -t,, det T,> + ... + t,, det T,, and where T, is 
obtained from T by deleting the ith row and jth column. D is quadratic in 
t,2; its leading coefticient with respect to t,, is - 1 if n = 2, or else if n > 2, it 
is -det F, where T is the (symmetric) (n - 2) x (n - 2) matrix obtained 
from T by deleting the first 2 rows and the first 2 columns. By the inductive 
hypothesis, det T# 0. Therefore D # 0. Since t,, does not occur in det T, 1 
or D, the reducibility of det T would imply that there is a nonconstant 
common factor in K[ti,] of det T,, and D. Since det T,, is assumed 
irreducible in K[ t,, , t13 ,..., t,,], we would conclude that det T,, divides D. 
Since t,, does not occur in T,, , det T,, would have to divide the leading 
coefhcient of D with respect to t ,:, namely det T But det T,, is of degree 1 
as a polynomial in t 22, with leading coefficient det T# 0, while tz2 does not 
occur in det T. Thus det T is absolutely irreducible, and the lemma is 
proved. Q.E.D. 
(We note that if we had let the t,, be distinct indeterminates for all i, j 
(1 di, j<n) and did not have t,,=tji, then the absolute irreducibility 
of det T would have followed from the absolute irreducibility (see [W, 
p. 1061) of the resultant of a0 y” + . .. + a, and 6, y” + . .. + b,, where y 
and the ai and bj are distinct indeterminates, since the resultant is just the 
determinant of a certain (non-symmetric!) matrix.) 
COROLLARY. For n > 1, the boundary aP,, of P, contains no non-empty 
relatively open subset of any hyperplane. 
Proof: For A E !A!(“: ‘) write A, ,..., 1, E Iw for the eigenvalues of A. Then 
A E P, if and only if each II, > 0, and A E aP, if and only if each Aj 3 0 and 
at least one Aj = 0. Since det A = n, A,, det A vanishes on dP,. If aP,, con- 
tained a non-empty relatively open subset of the hyperplane (I = 0}, where 
IE [W[a,.,] is a linear function, then the transversal zeros theorem [CKLR] 
would imply that I must divide any polynomial which vanishes on aP,, 
e.g., det A. By the lemma, this is impossible if n > 1. The corollary is 
proved. Q.E.D. 
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Returning to the proof of Theorem 2, the piecewise-rationality of the fii 
and the gi means that we have P, = Uk W,, for some finite number of 
semi-algebraic sets W,, on each of which eachfi, and gi agree with rational 
functions in Q(q). For any A E P, and for t E [w write tA := (~a,). Write 
R+A := { tA ( t>O}, the ray through A. For any subset SE P,, write 
[W+S:=(tA~t~O,AES}=~.,.. EPA, the cone generated by S. Using 
the same notation as in the proof of Lemma 2.2, write S := 
{A~P,(II4l=l},th e unit sphere intersected with P,. Then P, = R+S. For 
each k define Vk:= {AES~~E>O Vt (O<t<&), RAE Wk}. The V, are s.a. 
by the Tarski-Seidenberg theorem, and so they are triangulable [Hi]. We 
have S = u k V,, since each ray [w + tA in P, must “begin” in some W,. Let 
0 U, := Vk, the closure of the interior of Vk in S, and let H := (k 1 U, #a}. 
Then S= UkcH U,, since the V, are triangulable. Fix k E H. Then 
(0) ~7. For this choice of k and for each i, j, write fol wk = ui,/vv and 
g,I Wk =yl/‘Zi, for some uij, v~, yi, z,~Z[a,,, al>,..., an,,]. We claim that 
some U&I,, or yi/zj cannot be extended continuously to (0) ET; this will 
prove Theorem 2. 
To prove the claim, write the lowest degree homogeneous components 
Of Uijr vo, Yit zi as ii,, Cij, ji, Z,, respectively (in case uii or yi is zero, let 
ii, := 0 or ji := 0, respectively). Write d, := deg ii,-deg Cij and ei := 
deg pi - deg Zi, where deg means total degree and where deg 0 := co. For 
those i, j for which uii # 0, we may pick A E Uk such that ii&A) # 0, since 
U, has non-empty interior in S, and since ii, is homogeneous. As t + 0 +, 
u,(tA)/(t%~,(tA)) goes either to 00 (if u’,(A) =0) or else to iiq(A)/v”,(A); in 
either case, it does not go to 0. Therefore, if d, < 0, then u,(tA)/v,(tA) -+ cc 
as t-+0+. Hence in order for u$vii to be continuously extendible at the 
origin, it is necessary that d,a 0. Likewise, for yj/zi to be continuously 
extendible at the origin, it is necessary that ei 2 0. By (5.1), for each i, j 
with gi # 0 # fii, ei + 2d, = 1. Thus for such i, j the continuity of gi and fi,. 
would imply that ei = 1 and d, = 0. From this we shall derive a contradic- 
tion, as follows. 
First, if d, = 0, then in order for uti/vii to be continuously extendible at 
the origin, it is also necessary that H,/fi, z cii, for some constant cii E Q. 
Indeed, if ii,lo”, were not constant, then since Uk has non-empty interior in 
S and since ii,jlCrl is homogeneous, we could pick A, BE U, at which ii&j, 
takes different values. Then as remarked above, z+(tA)/vv(tA) and 
uu(tB)/v,(tB) approach different limits as t + O+ (namely, ii,(A)/u”,(A) and 
ii&B)/fi,(B), respectively). Thus ii,+?, = cii. (For i, j with fi, = 0, cii = 0.) 
Second, let ZE Q[u~] be a common denominator for the zi, and 
VE Q[u,] be a common denominator for the uii. From (5.1) we get, for 
A~wic, 
zu*X’AX=~ g;(f;lX, + ... +f;,J,J*, 
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wherefl, :=f,,u E Q[ai,] and g; := g,,- E Q[u,]. Let 5. 6, gj,fk be the lowest 
degree homogeneous components of -7, u, g:, f :+ respectively. Then for 
those i with g,# 0, deg g; = 1 + deg 2; and for those i, j with ,fi, #O, 
deg& = deg 0”. Therefore, for A E W,, and hence for A E Uk, 
PC’X’AX= 1 gj(~:, X, + . +y;,X,)‘. 
Then for A E U, at which Zf7 does not vanish, 
. (5.2) 
For each i, ,j, f@= ii,/$, E cii for all A E Uk. Furthermore, for each 
A E Uk at which Z(A) #O, g:(A)/Z(A)=ji(A)/,*,(A) 20, since ji(A)/Zi(A) 
is the limit as t --t Of of the nonnegative quantity yi(tA)/(tz,(tA)) (here 
we use the assumption that e, = 1). For each i the square summand 
(c,,X, + ... +ci,,X,,)* in (5.2) corresponds to the matrix D,:= (c,c,,)~ P,, 
whose j/-entry is ciici,. Then for each A E Uk at which Z# 0, and for 
each t >O, we have tA = xi (j,(A)/?,(A)) tDi; i.e., each A E IL!+ Uk can be 
represented as a nonnegatively-weighted linear combination of the finitely 
many elements Di. Thus [W+ U, is contained in the convex hull of the 
finitely many rays Iw +Di in P,. Similarly for all k E H, [w + Uk is contained 
in the convex hull of finitely many rays in P,. Since P, = U k E H R + Uk, we 
conclude that P, is contained in the convex hull of finitely many rays in P,. 
Since P, is convex, it must equal the convex hull of those finitely many 
rays; i.e., P, is “finitely generated” as a convex cone. Theorem 19.1 of [R] 
says that a convex set is finitely generated if and only if it is “polyhedral,” 
i.e., it is the intersection of some finite collection of closed half-spaces 
:AE[W(‘~:‘)~I,,(U,)$O), where I,, E R[u~] are linear functions. (“This 
classical result [Theorem 19.11 is an outstanding example of a fact which is 
completely obvious to geometric intuition, but which... is not trivtdl to 
prove.“) P, has dimension ( “;I) (indeed, the n xn identity matrix is an 
interior point of P,,), so its boundary c?P, has dimension (“:I) - 1. Thus 
IMP, must contain non-empty relatively open subsets of some of the finitely 
many hyperplanes (1, = 0), contradicting the above Corollary if n > 1. 
Therefore the assumption that for each i, j with gifij # 0, d, = 0 and ei = 1, 
has led to a contradiction, and so not all of the g,, f,, can be continuously 
extended to the origin if n > 1, proving Theorem 2. 
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